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Abstract. This technical report provides supplementary material to [2],
where an experiment using millimeter-scale, 3D printed components (con-
tained within an orbital shaking environment) is used to provide physical
evidence to support our geometrical approach to the incompatible sub-
structure problem in parallel self-assembly. The supplementary material
provided here includes detailed specifications of the components and en-
vironment used in the experiment. As well, detailed information on the
materials and methods used for conducting the experiment is provided
here, in order to reproduce the experiment.
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1 Introduction

The inherent massive parallelism of self-assembly is one of its most appealing
attributes for autonomous construction. One challenge in parallel self-assembly
is to reduce the number of incompatible substructures that can emerge, which
results in a decrease in the yield of target structures and an increase in waste.
In [2], we present a geometrical approach to the incompatible substructure prob-
lem in parallel self-assembly. The results of our experiment are provided in [2],
and supplementary material is provided here. The following section provides
a summary of our self-assembling system. Next, detailed specifications of the
components and environment used in our system are presented. Based on these
designs, the subsequent section provides detailed information on the materials,
methods, and measurements for conducting the experiment. This technical re-
port concludes by summarizing how the supplementary material provided here,
in order to reproduce the experiment in [2], further supports our geometrical
approach to the incompatible substructure problem in parallel self-assembly.
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2 Summary

As part of the seminal work by Hosokawa et. al [3], they investigated the incom-
patible substructure problem. The target structure for their study was a regular
hexagon. The base shape of the components in their study was an equilateral
triangle (dividing a regular hexagon into six equal units). Two permanent mag-
nets were embedded in each component, to enable magnetic binding (magnetic
north facing outwards on one edge, and magnetic north facing outwards on a
second edge). The components were placed in a rectangular box, and a lid was
used to confine the components to the surface of the box. The box was oriented
vertically, and rotated perpendicularly to its major axis. Misaligned components,
errors, could be corrected through component-component/environment interac-
tions due to vibrational energy and gravity.

In Hosokawa et. al’s system, substructures consisted of one to five compo-
nents. Due to their dividing method, it is impossible to have incompatible sub-
structures when constructing a single target structure, with the exact number
of components. Consequently, when constructing multiple target structures in
parallel, incompatible substructures can occur. In contrast to Hosokawa et. al’s
dividing method, we present a geometrical approach to the design of compo-
nents that eliminates incompatible substructures from forming, by directing the
self-assembly process to construct target structures from the inside-out [2].

As part of an experiment, we use a simple component set (similar to the
components used in Hosokawa et. al’s study) to contrast a component set based
on our geometrical approach. A circle is used as the target structure, instead
of a regular hexagon. The two advantages of using a target circle includes (1)
decreasing potential interaction errors between the components and improved
mixing (by reducing the contact surface area between the components), and
(2) varying the number of components that are required to self-assemble into
a target structure (while keeping the dimensions of the target shape constant).
The diameter of the target circle is 25 mm. Three types of components are used
in our experiment sector (first set), and disc and ray (second set).

Sector components are similar to the set used by Hosokoawa et. al. Sector
(S) components are denoted by CS

x , where x ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. Instead of em-
bedding two magnets of opposite polarity in the edges, one permanent magnet
(polarity north) and a ferromagnetic micro-screw are used. The benefit of using
a permanent magnet with a ferromagnetic material is up to a 50% reduction in
misalignment errors (in comparison to the component design in Hosokawa et.
al’s study). Disc and ray components are based on our geometrical approach.
Disc (D) and ray (R) components are denoted by CD

x and CR
x , where x ∈ {3,

4, 5, 6}. A ferromagnetic micro-screw is used in each ray, and one permanent
magnet (polarity north) is used in each ray location in a disc. As well, key-lock
shapes are used to reduce interaction errors [1]. Exploiting symmetry, discs are
not magnetically attracted and cannot misalign due to geometry. The geometry
of disc and ray components prevents incompatible substructures from forming,
and directs the self-assembly process to construct target structures from the
inside-out.
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3 Design

This section provides the design specifications for the components and environ-
ment used in the experiment (presented in Section 4).

3.1 Component Specifications

The main structure of each component is fabricated using a 3D printer. Ap-
pendix A provides the specifications (top view) for CS

3−6 (Figs. 1–4), CD
3−6

(Figs. 5–8), and CR
3−6 (Figs. 9–12). Each component has a height of 5 mm.

The countersunk micro-screws and permanent magnets have a nominal fit. The
height of the centre of each hole, for the micro-screws and magnets, is 2.5 mm.

3.2 Environment Specifications

Components are confined to the surface of a tray. Each tray consists of two parts:
a tray base, and a tray lid. Appendix B provides the specifications (top view)
for the tray base (Fig. 13), and the tray lid (Fig. 14). The dimensions of the tray
base include an inner wall height of 6 mm and an outer wall height of 9 mm.
The height of the tray lid is 3 mm.

4 Experiment

The benefit of our geometrical approach is shown by a statistically significant
difference in yield between the sector and disc-ray component sets [2]. Our hy-
pothesis, and the materials, methods, and measurements for conducting the ex-
periment are presented in this section.

4.1 Hypothesis

The null hypothesis, H0, is that there is no difference in the yield of self-assembled
circular target structures between the sector and disc-ray component sets. The al-
ternative hypothesis, H1, is that there is a difference in the yield of self-assembled
circular target structures between the sector and disc-ray component sets.

To test H0, 10 trials of this experiment are conducted. The dependent variable
is the number of self-assembled target structures. The independent variable is the
set of components. A trial is conducted for CS

3−6, and CD
3−6 and CR

3−6. Enough
components are provided to self-assemble 10 target structures. The control group
is the set of sector components and the experimental group is the set of disc-ray
components (subgroups denoted by CGS

y and EGDR
y , where y ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}).
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4.2 Materials

The following materials are used to fabricate the component and environments.

Component Materials The following is a list of materials required to 3D
print the structure of all the components, and finish each component with the
micro-screws and magnets:

– Objet Eden 330 (3D printer),
– FullCure 720,
– NdFeB magnets (N48, diameter x height: 2 mm x 1 mm),
– M1.4 micro-srews (stainless steel, countersunk, 4 mm length),
– M1.4 screwdriver,
– drill bit (1 mm diameter),
– superglue, and
– water.

Environment Materials The following is a list of materials to construct the
tray base and lids, and mount the trays to the orbital shaker:

– Stratasys Fortus 400mc (3D printer),
– T21 nozzle (important for achieving the desired texture on the surface of the

tray base),
– ABS-M30,
– Laserscript LS 6090 PRO (laser cutter),
– acrylic sheet (clear, 3 mm height),
– M4 screws,
– M4 nuts,
– Excella E5 shaker, and
– Excella E5 universal platform.

4.3 Methods

The following is a list of procedures for fabricating the components and envi-
ronment (using the materials listed above), and using the resulting parts for
conducting a trial.

Component Procedure There are 5 steps for constructing the components.

1. 3D print all the components using the Objet Eden 330 with FullCure 720
material.

2. Remove all the support material from the 3D printed components (using
water and cleaning the holes using the drill bit).

3. Fasten the micro-screws into the components using the screwdriver.
4. Add a drop of superglue to the face of the magnet to be inserted into a

component (add the superglue just before inserting the magnet).
5. Insert the magnet into the component using the screwdriver (on the opposite

face with the superglue).
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Environment Procedure There are 3 steps for preparing and configuring the
environment.

1. 3D print 4 tray bases using the Stratasys Fortus 400 mc (and a T21 nozzle)
with ABS-M30 material.

2. Laser cut 4 tray lids using the Laserscript LS 6090 PRO with the clear acrylic
sheet.

3. Fasten the universal platform accessory to the Excella E5 shaker with the
supplied screws (supplied by the manufacturer of the shaker).

Experiment Procedure Before starting each trial of the experiment, ensure
that the Excella E5 shaker is turned off, and that the universal platform accessory
is fastened to the shaker. The universal platform can accommodate 4 trays, and
therefore, trials for CGS

3−6 and EGDR
3−6 are conducted in parallel to save time.

Conducting each trial of the experiment consists of eight steps.

1. Fasten the 4 tray bases to the universal platform using the M4 screws.
2. Randomly place all the components in a subgroup on to one of the 4 tray

bases (ensuring components are not in an initial position to self-assemble).
3. Place a tray lid on each tray base.
4. Fasten each tray lid using the M4 nuts.
5. Turn on the shaker.
6. Set the speed of the shaker to 300 rotations per minute (rpm).
7. Turn off the shaker once 300 seconds is reached.
8. Record the measurements (listed below), taken at the end of the trial.

4.4 Measurements

At the end of each trial, the following four quantitative measurements are recorded:

1. the number of self-assembled target structures,
2. the number and type of compatible substructures (substructures which can

lead to a target structure),
3. the number and type of incompatible substructures (substructures which

cannot lead to a target structure), and
4. the number and type of errors (misalignment and defects).

5 Conclusions

One of the contributions in [2] is the presentation of a physical experiment that
produced a high yield in target structures (even as the number of components
increased) while reducing waste. The aim of this technical report is to provide
detailed information regarding the specifications, materials, and methods to con-
struct the components and environment, in order to reproduce the experiment
in [2]. This supplementary material further supports our geometrical approach
to the incompatible substructure problem in parallel self-assembly.
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A Component Specifications
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Fig. 1. Specification for CS
3 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 2. Specification for CS
4 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 3. Specification for CS
5 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 4. Specification for CS
6 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 5. Specification for CD
3 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 6. Specification for CD
4 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 7. Specification for CD
5 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 8. Specification for CD
6 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 9. Specification for CR
3 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 10. Specification for CR
4 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 11. Specification for CR
5 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 12. Specification for CR
6 (top view; all construction units in mm).
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B Environment Specifications
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Fig. 13. Specification for the tray base (top view; all construction units in mm).
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Fig. 14. Specification for the tray lid (top view; all construction units in mm).


